
 
 
 
David A. Gutierrez       November 5, 2012 
Chief, Division of Safety of Dams 
California Department of Water Resources       
Dave.Gutierrez@water.ca.gov 
Sent via e-mail 
 
 
Re: Searsville Dam (No. 614) Safety Information and Request 
 
 
Dear Mr. Gutierrez, 
 
Thank you for your September 27, 2012 letter and the time spent on our recent 
phone call. I appreciate your thoughtful consideration of the safety issues we 
have brought up with Stanford University’s Searsville Dam and your direction to 
Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD) staff to further investigate several issues we 
covered. As discussed, we submit the following information and requests 
regarding Searsville Dam safety. As described, we remain deeply concerned, 
based on information below, that Searsville Dam does not comply with DSOD 
safety requirements, that current and planned Stanford management activities at 
Searsville do not appear to adequately address existing and imminent safety 
concerns as conditions rapidly change at the reservoir, and, as a result, the dam 
poses a significant hazard to life and property upstream and downstream. 
 
Searsville Dam Safety Compliance Concerns 
 
We believe that data presented here shows that Searsville Dam is either not in 
compliance with DSOD safety requirements, or additional assessment is needed 
to make an informed determination. This letter addresses the following issues: 
 
 

1) Spillway Adequacy and Associated Scour 
2) Outlet Valves and Emergency Drainage Adequacy 
3) Dam and Reservoir Relationship to Upstream Flooding  
4) Cracks in the Dam and Seepage  
5) Seismic Stability and Reservoir-Induced Seismicity 
6) Surveillance Monitoring 

 
As conditions at Searsville Dam and Reservoir, as well as upstream and 
downstream, rapidly approach a significant change with the reservoir becoming 
filled in with sediment, the matter of Searsville Dam safety has become urgent. 
As shown in this letter, the configuration of the dam, reservoir, and outlet 
drainage capacity have changed from the original design plans and data with 



DSOD certification documents. Several DSOD safety calculations and 
conclusions appear to be based on previous conditions that no longer exist and, 
in some cases, outdated or undefined data. As noted below, reservoir 
sedimentation has reduced outlet conveyance and emergency drainage capacity.  
The spillway no longer has control gates and fails to adequately convey 
moderate flood events, resulting in overtopping of the entire dam crest and 
associated scour of “weak” abutment material. Experts have predicted that 
Searsville Reservoir may fill in completely with sediment within the next major 
flood event and the reportedly unfinished, stepped face of the dam and 
abutments would experience elevated sediment mobilization and scour. The 
presence of the dam, subsequent raising of the dam height, and construction of 
the Searsville Causeway have been identified by experts as primary factors in 
the ongoing sedimentation and flooding problem upstream of the reservoir onto 
private property. Proposed Stanford management actions within the reservoir 
area, such as channel excavation and re-routing of Corte Madera Creek, are 
expected to result in the more rapid filling of the main reservoir and elevated 
sediment transport downstream. Previous reports commissioned by Stanford and 
others have acknowledged that such uncontrolled, and unmitigated, addition of 
sediment to the downstream channel has negative impacts to both downstream 
flooding and listed wildlife.  
 
While Stanford continues to study Searsville Dam, we know of no long-term plan 
to address these imminent safety concerns. We note that almost a decade ago 
the Department of Water Resources offered to study alternatives to address 
Searsville as part of a collaborative Searsville Working Group and Stanford 
declined this offer. The currently proposed Stanford Habitat Conservation Plan, a 
project proposal almost 10 years in the planning, specifically excludes covered 
activities for Searsville despite the fact that complete filling of the reservoir with 
sediment is expected to occur within the timeframe of the HCP. More recently, 
the 5-24-2007 DSOD inspection report stated that a detailed foundation 
inspection of Searsville Dam was warranted: “It has been approximately 40 years 
since this inspection was performed and approximately 117 years since the 
construction of this dam. The dam has aged and undergone few earthquakes 
since then. In light of the above mentioned reasons, it would be prudent to de-
water the pool and observe the downstream toe, groins, and foundation 
conditions with field branch personnel and geology branch.” At our request, 
DSOD recommended that Stanford coordinate and carry out this inspection and 
in 2010 Stanford requested more time to carry this inspection out by the end of 
2012. This inspection will not be occurring before the end of 2012 and we 
understand from the Department of Fish and Game that Stanford had not 
contacted them about permitting this inspection and creek dewatering until this 
year; almost 5 years after the DSOD inspection report noted that a detailed 
survey of the dam was warranted. 
 
The safety implications surrounding Searsville Dam’s present condition, ongoing 
and planned management, and imminent change in sediment transport are 



profound. As noted by your agency, and cited by the U.S. Army Corp of 
Engineers and County of San Mateo, Searsville Dam is categorized as a “High 
Hazard” dam with “probably loss of lives and property damage” in the event of a 
failure. The 2006 SPEAR3 Final Safety Assessment Document notes the 
catastrophic outcomes of a Searsville Dam failure: “Another study, entitled "Flood 
Studies, Limits of Flooding in the Event of a Failure of Searsville Dam owned by 
Stanford University" (Delta Consulting Engineers 1974), mapped the flood plain 
that would result from the maximum catastrophic failure of the Searsville Dam 
and the corresponding release of 60,433 cfs. This release is about 6 times the 
500-year peak flow of 10,500 cfs for San Francisquito Creek and Los Trancos 
Creek combined.” See the “Dam Failure Inundation Area-San Mateo County” 
map in the Appendix section to see the massive extent of the predicted flooding 
in Menlo Park, Stanford, Palo Alto, and East Palo Alto. The San Mateo County 
“Earthquake Shaking” map for the San Andreas Fault shows Searsville Reservoir 
and Dam within the maximum shaking zones (see Appendix). The San Mateo 
County “Earthquake Liquefaction” map shows the highest levels of liquefaction 
occurring at Searsville Reservoir (see Appendix). Finally, the “FEMA Flood 
Zones in San Mateo County” map shows the dam-related sediment depositional 
areas upstream of Searsville Dam, and the remaining open water of the 
reservoir, categorized as “Inundated by 100-Year flooding” (see Appendix). The 
FEMA flooding area clearly encompasses the original reservoir boundary area, 
current dam-influenced sediment depositional areas, and flood flows backing up 
the inlet streams behind the sediment deposits. 

Due to the safety concerns outlined above and detailed below, we request the 
following from the Division of Safety of Dam: 
 
Short-term- 

1) Requirement that Stanford coordinate with DSOD and complete the 
already discussed Searsville Dam inspection and associated reports 
by the end of 2013, with additional detail described in this letter. 

2) DSOD utilize Section 6081 of the California Water Code to order 
Stanford to lower the reservoir elevation to prevent further upstream 
sediment deposition and related flooding on private lands and 
roadways. 

 
Long-term- 

1) DSOD utilize Section 6081 of the California Water Code to order 
Stanford to develop and submit a long-term plan for Searsville Dam, 
with watershed stakeholder input, that reduces or eliminates 
Searsville-caused sediment deposition and associated upstream 
flooding on private lands and eliminates other identified safety 
concerns associated with the dam and operations by the end of 2014.  

2)  With the above plan, and if Stanford intends to keep the dam in place, 
we request that DSOD require Stanford to recertify the dam inputting 
updated and accurate data since previously entered data ppints, and 
resulting calculations, have changed. 



 
 
Thank you for your consideration of the enclosed information, DSOD staff 
research into this matter, and response. 
 
Please contact me with any questions. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Matt Stoecker 
Director 
BEYOND SEARSVILLE DAM 
3130 Alpine Road Suite #288-411 
Portola Valley Ca. 94028 
www.BeyondSearsvilleDam.org 
(650) 380-2965 
 

 
 
Cc: 
 
Richard Roos-Collins, Water and Power Law   
 
Steve Rothert, California Director, American Rivers Inc. 
 
Beyond Searsville Dam Board and Advisory Council 

 
 



Spillway Adequacy and Associated Scour 
 
Numerous Stanford and DSOD documents and photos show that the Searsville 
Dam spillway does not contain high flow events and that the entire crest of the 
dam has been overtopped on multiple occasions, including previous damage of 
guardrails, walkways, and spillway features. Our understanding is that DSOD 
guidelines require adequate spillway conveyance and that current dam crest 
wide overtopping of the dam crest, with identified wall/groin scour and seepage, 
does not comply with DSOD guidelines. Based on the below information, and 
identification below of “weathered, weak” rock adjacent to the dam crest and 
abutments, we request a current DSOD assessment of the spillway conveyance 
and overtopping scour risk. We request that this assessment include the below 
identified “National Program for Inspection of Dams (Phase I)” determination that 
overtopping may reach 7.0 feet in height due to a substantial increase in 
reservoir height with handrail debris blockage and the inability to clear this debris 
from the inundated dam crest. This assessment should also include the expert 
predictions by Stanford consultants that the dam may completely fill in with 
sediment in the next couple years, or potentially within one large storm event, 
rending the remaining outlet valve unusable and resulting inability to drain the 
potential flood flow and expanded, clogged handrail caused reservoir cited in this 
letter. The complete filling in of Searsville Reservoir with sediment would also 
result in the dramatic increase of sediment and wood transported to the dam. 
The assessment should consider the overtopping sediment transport impacts on 
scour, dam face wear, and already problematic debris blockage at the spillway’s 
unused flashboard beams during flood events. As noted below, the blockage of 
the spillway and dam crest guard rails may result in a 7.0-foot increase in 
overtopping height with new abutment scour above the dam crest height along 
with foundation and dam face scour from flows now transporting large amounts 
of sediment. 
 
The DSOD report, “Hydrologic Analysis Within California's Dam Safety Program” 
states: “DSOD requires that all dams within its jurisdiction be capable of 
adequately passing a selected design flood. A method has been devised by 
DSOD to determine the hydrologic adequacy of any spillway in California on a 
rational and consistent basis (DSOD, 1981).” Based on the provided concerns 
and data, we request that DSOD complete this hydrologic analysis, using current 
conditions and adjacent geological investigations, to assess whether or not 
Searsville Dam meets DSOD safety requirements and can adequately pass the 
design flood. We request that this investigation also assess adequacy with 
sediment loads being carried over the dam for the below reasons: 1) Stanford 
experts have reported that the complete filling in of Searsville Reservoir with 
sediment (currently over 90%), and resulting sediment transport over the face of 
dam, is imminent and could occur as soon as the next large storm event 2) as 
noted in this document, the downstream face of Searsville Dam is reported to 
have never been finished per design plans, which included raising the dam to a 
greater height, and the downstream dam face therefore remains in an atypical 



concrete block step configuration that was reportedly intended to be finished with 
a smooth surface for reduced wear. Without the smooth concrete face finish to 
allow sediment to transport downstream with minimal friction, especially with 
known periodic overtopping of the entire dam crest, the imminent sediment 
transport over the dam will pound down the steps of the dam face resulting in 
maximum wear to the concrete and deflection into adjacent earth walls where 
“weak” rock is noted in DSOD reports. We know of no plans by Stanford to 
prevent the imminent sediment transport over the dam or to finish the 
downstream face of the dam. 
 
The 5-1-2008 DSOD inspection report for Searsville Dam states: “The current 
design storm, prepared in 1933, is for a 1000 year return period producing 8170 
cfs (~552 cfs / sq mi) peak inflow and 8170 cfs peak discharge from the 14.8 
square mile drainage area. The current TCW for this dam is 28. The spillway 
capacity is ~8170 cfs, total freeboard is 4.4 feet, and the residual freeboard for 
design storm is ~3.8 feet.” The more recent 1981 Army Corps study, however, 
notes the “peak outflow” at Searsville Dam “without flashboards” to be “10,800 
cfs” and produce up to 7 feet of dam overtopping. As noted in our initial 
request to DSOD, and highlighted by the above hydrologic difference and use of 
a 1933 spillway capacity approximation (“~”) that strangely matches the predicted 
1000 year return period, we request a current spillway and hydrologic 
assessment.  
 
The DSOD report, “National Program for Inspection of Dams (Phase I) 9-4-1981” 
states: “Searsville Dam will be overtopped during a Probable Maximum 
Flood whether or not the spillway flashboards are in place.” The report 
continues to state: “Thus, hydraulically the spillway is not adequate.” “ This 
study does not consider the situation of clogged handrails at the top of the 
dam which can conceivably occur. Assuming half of the height of the handrail is 
clogged the depth of overtopping is raised by 1.6 feet to a total height of 7.0 feet.” 
This report does not appear to assess the above handrail clogging situation and 
overtopping impacts on associated groins, stability of adjacent geology or 
imminent addition of sediment scour over the unfinished dam face. The effects of 
seven feet of overtopping across Searsville Dam and against the adjacent and 
“weak” associated geology has not been quantified and is a noted issue to 
address in detail within DSOD Dam Safety Guidelines. We request that the 
handrail debris blockage situation and associated abutment scour be addressed 
in the spillway/overtopping assessment. The same report notes that “… the dam 
is founded on Metamorphine rocks, mainly sandstone altered by contact with 
basic igneous intrusions. The rock is considerably weathered especially at 
the left abutment.”  
 
A 1981 “DSOD Memorandum of Geologic Inspection, Searsville Dam, No. 614 by 
Wayne Ayers” reports: “Bedrock exposed near crest elevation on the right 
abutment appears to be moderately to strongly weathered, weak, crushed 
pillow basalt, although previous geological reports have described it as 



intensely metamorphosed sandstone.” “The situation is further confused by the 
deep (estimated 3-6 meters) colluvium on the right abutment downstream from 
the dam. This deposit masks any shearing downstream from the dam on the right 
abutment.” “Available Recent Mapping (U. S. Geological Survey Miscellaneous 
Field Study MF-328 by E. E. Brabb and E. M. Pampeyan) indicates that the 
(inactive) Cañada fault passes through the reservoir and through the left 
abutment very near the dam. While the San Andreas fault is about 1 kilometer 
(0.5 mi) east of the dam. This is consistent with the extensively sheared 
nature of bedrock observed although the precise location of the Cañada fault 
relative to the dam has not been determined.”  
 
In addition, the 12-6-1965 DSOD document “Summary of Geology Form” notes 
that the “underlying rock” at Searsville Dam “is considerably weathered, and 
quite rotten in places. The left abutment is extensively fractured and 
crushed…” The 12-15-1954 DSOD inspection report for Searsville Dam 
identifies an “erosional hole about two feet in diameter at the right abutment 
contact located at the base of the sixth step below the crest.” These geologic 
assessments and observation must be considered along with an assessment of 
the reoccurring overtopping of Searsville Dam, spillway adequacy, immenent 
addition of erosive transported sediment over the dam.  
 
The DSOD report, “Improving Seismic Safety of Dams in California”, notes that 
“safety deficiencies such as inadequate spillway capacities have also led to 
lowering spillways or taking dams out of service.” As noted earlier, we ask that 
DSOD consider requiring and recommending appropriate short-term and long-
term solutions to the inadequate spillway capacity and overtopping scour 
situation. 
 
Several Searsville Dam overtopping events, in addition to more recent events 
such as 1998 and 2006, are noted in past DSOD inspection reports below: 
 
-The 3-18-1980 DSOD inspection report for Searsville Dam states: “Mr. 
Worthington showed me the board hook used to remove the boards and stated 
that he could remove the boards under any head as long as he could get on the 
walkway to do it. (The ends of the dam are lower than the walkway over to the 
overpour section). Mr. Worthington said that he had seen about 18 inches of 
overpour over the ends of the dam....” (No parenthesis added) The above 
statement shows there is limited, and in projected flood cases no, access to 
operate outlet valves at the tower or to clear debris from the spillway or handrails 
during moderate overtopping of the dam as the ends of the dam crest are 
submerged. 
 
-The 12-6-1956 DSOD inspection report for Searsville Dam states: 
“Mr. Clapp was not present during the storms of December, 1955, but was told 
that the dam was overtopped 14 inches with all flashboards out.” 
 



-The 1-14-1953 DSOD inspection report for Searsville Dam states: “Mr. 
Branstedt said an unusually severe runoff in 1951 overtopped the dam 1.5 feet.” 
A photo of the entire dam crest being overtopped is included in this DSOD 
inspection report. 
 
The 1929 “Application for Approval of Dam Built Prior to August 14, 1929”, dated 
2-27-1930 states: “Maximum depth of water over spillway- 6 feet on Feb. 19, 
1894” This and other DSOD application/certification documents contain data 
inputs, and presumable analysis, that is no longer current. 

 
 

Outlet Valves and Emergency Drainage Adequacy 
 
We understand that DSOD protocol requires that dams be able to adequately 
drain a reservoir in the event of an emergency. While discussing another dam 
immediately to the north of Searsville Dam and also adjacent to the San Andreas 
Fault, the DSOD report “Improving Seismic Safety of Dams in California” states: 
“Post-earthquake outlet operation is considered important for system operational 
needs and because of the potential for splinter faulting from the nearby active 
fault trace.  Splinter faulting is defined as movement on minor faults or other 
planes of weakness caused by movement on the main fault.  Reservoir 
drawdown would be necessary if these features create seepage paths through 
the moderately strong, weathered abutments.” Searsville Dam is similarly 
adjacent to the San Andreas Fault, subject to such seismic conditions, and long-
documented history of seepage paths through weathered abutment areas. 
 
Reports and DSOD inspections below note that one of the two original drain 
pipes in Searsville Reservoir has been rendered obsolete due to being buried by 
sediment and that only one of these pipe intakes is currently functional. 
Compounding the overtopping and scour situation outlined above, is the fact that 
the elimination of one of the two outlet pipe intakes has reducing the dam’s outlet 
design, and “Emergency Emptying Facilities” on record, and Stanford’s ability to 
empty the reservoir or reduce the duration and extent of overtopping in the event 
of an emergency. We request that current DSOD protocol assess the adequacy 
of the Searsville facility to drain the reservoir in the event of an emergency. We 
request that this assessment include the previously identified “National Program 
for Inspection of Dams (Phase I)” determination that overtopping may reach 7.0 
feet, a substantial increase in reservoir capacity, due to handrail debris blockage 
and the inability to clear this debris from a submerged dam crest. This 
assessment should also include the expert predictions by Stanford consultants 
that the reservoir may completely fill in with sediment within one large storm 
event, potentially rendering both outlet valves unusable and able to drain an 
expanded, handrail-caused reservoir as noted above. 
 
The 5-1-2008 DSOD inspection report for Searsville Dam states: “Two 16-inch 
diameter pipes provide gravity outlet flow from the reservoir. The right outlet 



pipe upstream entrance is buried under silt and is not used. The left outlet 
pipe is controlled on the upstream side by three 16-inch gate valves within the 
outlet tower, the lowest of which is also buried under silt. A connector pipe 
between the two outlet pipes, controlled with an 8-inch cone valve, allow flow 
from the operable left outlet to exit either outlet pipe. 16-inch gate valves at the 
outlet discharges of both pipes provide downstream control.” As is described 
above, and within other DSOD inspection descriptions and sketches, the dam’s 
outlet “blowoff” capacity has been reduced from a 16-inch pipe to an 8-inch pipe 
(which connects the functional left pipeline through the dam to the inoperable 
right pipeline below the dam). A DSOD staff sketch of the outlet valve 
configuration at Searsville states that the blowoff path and “Path reservoir would 
be dewatered in an emergency” is restricted to an 8-inch gate that connects the 
left 16-inch supply pipeline to the right pipeline outlet valve (12-19-2003 DSOD 
Inspection Report).  
 
The 2-2-1964 DSOD form “Observation and Control Status of Dam” describes 
“Hazard Control” and “Emergency emptying facilities” as including “a 16-inch 
blowoff at the lower part of the dam”. As noted above, this configuration no 
longer occurs as the intake to the 16-inch blow off pipeline is buried in sediment 
and the blowoff flows must now be conveyed down the other 16-inch pipe and 
constricted through an 8-inch connector valve before being transferred back to 
the other (right) 16-inch pipe. Based on the above data, reduced outlet design 
capacity, and reduced “Hazard Control” specifications, we request a current 
DSOD assessment of the adequacy of the Searsville facility to drain the reservoir 
in the event of an emergency and with DSOD identified guard rail reservoir 
expansion and imminent sedimentation of the reservoir and remaining outlet 
pipe. 
 
 

Dam and Reservoir Relationship to Upstream Flooding 
 
 
In 1919, Stanford University raised the height of Searsville Dam approximately 4 
feet, thereby raising the elevation of the reservoir and expanding the size. Prior 
to completing the expansion, Stanford Trustee correspondence acknowledged 
that the reservoir would extend onto private lands upstream with the raising and 
sought to buy upstream properties to be impacted. However, as is shown below, 
the dam and subsequent raising of the height has contributed to extensive 
upstream sedimentation and related flooding problems that have compromised 
the safety of residents and access to roads during high flow events. While 
Stanford has implemented safety measures in recent years to address this 
flooding problem, and ongoing dam-caused sedimentation has rendered several 
short-term measures obsolete and ineffective, as described below.  With the 
continued operation of the dam and reservoir at its current height, experts project 
continued sediment accumulation within and upstream of the reservoir on 
elevated delta areas that extend up tributary streams and impact private 



property. Despite past advice to Stanford, by expert consultants, against short 
term measures to dredge, channelize, and re-route Corte Madera Creek through 
a new artificial channel across the reservoir-caused sediment delta, Stanford has 
recently proposed to carry out such a project in the pending Stanford Habitat 
Conservation Plan in an apparent attempt to reduce upstream flooding problems. 
As noted below, such an approach was advised against in the past and a longer-
term solution to lower the dam to reservoir sediment level has been identified as 
a solution. It is evident, from below cited reports, that the upstream sedimentation 
problem and associated flooding issues likely cannot be solved if the reservoir 
remains at the current elevation and with the associated upstream sediment 
deposition.  
 
Based on the reports and information provided in this letter we believe that 
Searsville Dam and management actions continue to contribute to upstream 
flooding and put upstream residents at risk. Based on the provided data showing 
the dam relationship to flooding upstream, the reduced outlet design capacity 
and reduced “Hazard Control” specifications, and the DSOD identification of a 
potential 7.0-foot overtopping of the dam due to guardrail debris clogging and 
associated reservoir expansion upstream, we request that DSOD require 
Stanford to determine and implement a long-term solution to the upstream 
sedimentation and flooding problem. We also request that short-term measures 
be ordered by DSOD, such as ordering that the reservoir height be lowered to 
prevent additional upstream sediment deposition and reduce related flooding 
problems. 
 
Appendix D- Potential Regulatory Requirements for the Lowering of Searsville 
Dam. Feb 2001. Jones and Stokes 
 
p. 1 (Cover Letter) 
“It is our understanding that the lowering of this dam would result in the 
reduction of flooding of residences along the upper watershed...” This 
Stanford consultant report acknowledges that the dam influences the upstream 
flooding and sedimentation issues outside the remaining open water reservoir 
area in residential areas above Stanford lands. Lowering the dam and reservoir 
height was identified as a viable means of reducing upstream flooding and one 
we request DSOD to consider. 
 
 
Searsville Lake Sediment Impact Study. 2001  
 
p. 1  
The report states: “Flooding in the vicinity of Corte Madera Creek has become 
more problematic in recent years, and lowering of Searsville Dam has been 
proposed as an integral part of a solution to the flooding problems upstream of 
the Dam.” “Lowering the base level of Searsville Reservoir would significantly 
reduce the progradation of the Corte Madera Creek alluvial fan, and aid in 



ameliorating flooding conditions upstream of the dam.” This is clear 
acknowledgement that the dam, reservoir height, and operations are contributing  
factors in “flooding conditions upstream of the dam” and the “progradation of the 
Corte Madera Creek alluvial fan.” 
 
The report states: “In 1970, a channel for Corte Madera Creek was dug and a 
breach was made in the causeway for the creek channel. In 1997, the channel 
through the breach in the causeway became fully clogged with sediment; water 
and sediment from Corte Madera Creek then either flowed over the surface of 
the causeway or under the bridge at the north end of the causeway.” This 
statement shows that past Searsville sediment management actions have been 
carried out with limited effectiveness or longevity. The Searsville Causeway was 
built in 1929 as a sediment trapping facility within Searsville Reservoir. Breaches 
and subsequent clogging of the causeway have occurred multiple times in the 
past, but the sedimentation and flooding problem has not been resolved. 
Stanford has proposed another channel excavation and causeway breach within 
the Searsville Reservoir area within the pending HCP. 
 
 
Stanford Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) within the Draft EIS April 2010 
 
The draft HCP acknowledges the connection between Searsville Reservoir and 
associated sediment deposition “problem” upstream:  “Stanford University has 
commissioned several studies to better understand the likely consequences of 
increased sedimentation of Searsville Reservoir, including... analyses of 
flooding and sedimentation problems upstream of Searsville Reservoir”. 
Despite decades of studies and identified solutions, such as lowering the dam 
height, Stanford excluded Searsville related activities from the HCP and no 
Searsville sediment reduction proposals are know to occur in the HCP or 
otherwise. 
 
 
Letter to Joint Powers Authority- San Francisquito Creek. November 3, 1999. 
“Proposal for a JPA Watershed Sedimentation Study”. From Stanford Facilities 
 
p. 1 
The letter states: “It appears that a solution to the upstream flooding would 
involve lowering Searsville Dam approximately 16 feet (to the current silt 
level/ lake bottom).” This letter from Stanford acknowledges that the dam 
directly impacts flooding problems upstream of Stanford property. Lowering the 
dam 16 feet would reduce additional sedimentation upstream and, presumable, 
resulting flooding.  
 
 
Sedimentation and Channel Dynamics of the Searsville Lake Watershed and 
Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve 1996  



 
p. 40 
Confirming that the Searsville caused sediment deposition extends upstream of 
Stanford property, this report states that “the upstream end of the deltaic apron 
(on lands owned by the JRBP, Cooper, and Lang)...” (Parenthesis not added) In 
addition to exacerbating flooding problems on upstream private property, 
Searsville-caused sedimentation continues to compromise the accessibility of 
access roads to these secluded private properties. 
 
p. 89 
The report states: “The periodic flooding of Family Farm Road is an issue related 
to overall watershed processes and subsequent changes in Searsville Lake.” 
Some of these past changes include Stanford raising the dam height and building 
the Searsville Causeway, within the reservoir, to promote upstream sediment 
retention. 
 
 
Sedimentation and Channel Dynamics of the Searsville Lake Watershed and 
Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve 1996 
 
The report states: “An earth causeway was built in 1929 to prevent siltation of the 
deeper lower lake basin by encouraging deposition in upstream shallow areas 
(Figure 3). By 1970, siltation of the reservoir above the causeway had reached 
the point where inflow to the lake was restricted. Restriction of creek flow into the 
reservoir caused water to back up in some creeks during heavy rains, causing 
flooding on some properties above the lake. Stanford attempted to address the 
upstream flooding problem by digging a channel through the causeway and 
marshland which enabled most of the runoff from Corte Madera Creek to flow 
straight into the lake without obstruction from the previously accumulated 
sediments. Since Corte Madera Creek, the main source of silt, now directly 
entered the main part of the lake, the siltation process which had been slowed by 
the causeway since the 1920’s began again (JRBP, undated (a))”. 
 
The above statements confirm that the Searsville causeway was built as a 
Searsville sediment management facility within the reservoir and with reservoir 
caused sediment deposits; a direct Searsville activity and facility. This activity 
“encouraged deposition in upstream shallow areas” of the reservoir with the 
resulting artificial “restriction of creek flows into the reservoir” and resulting 
“siltation of the reservoir above the causeway”. The statement acknowledges that 
both Searsville Dam operations have contributed to upstream sedimentation and 
continue to maintain that sediment in place. This statement also shows that 
Searsville sediment management activities have altered stream flows and 
sedimentation upstream of the Stanford property boundary on Corte Madera 
Creek. Since the above report was written, Stanford has again cut a channel in 
the causeway in an apparent attempt to minimize upstream flooding, despite 
consultants advising against such action (as noted below).  



 
Sedimentation and Channel Dynamics of the Searsville Lake Watershed and 
Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve 1996 
 
p. 94 
Under the Searsville sedimentation report section “Management 
Recommendations”, it states: “We do not suggest further channelization 
efforts, or “river training” of lower Corte Madera Creek at this time as a 
solution to flooding at Family Farms Road.” The report goes on to state: 
“The weak foundation properties of the underlying sands and silts, plus the 
large debris loads in Corte Madera Creek, suggest that river training with 
dredged channels, groins, or levees might more usefully be considered a 
temporary measure at this site.”  Balance Hydrologics is one of the most 
respected hydrologic and geomorphic consulting firms in the nation and 
recommends against channel excavation due to the ineffectiveness of such a 
short-term action. Such Searsville Dam and Reservoir management actions are 
expected to speed up the filling of Searsville Reservoir with sediment and result 
in the above mentioned addition of sediment and wood transport to the dam and 
associated scour of the dam face and abutments, debris clogging of the guard 
rails and unused flashboard beams and potdntial increased elevation of the 
reservoir height, upstream sediment deposition, and flooding. 
 

 
Cracks in the Dam and Seepage 

 
Multiple cracks within and through Searsville Dam have been identified by DSOD 
staff since first inspecting the dam in 1930 and to the present. For example, the 
12-4-2008 DSOD inspection report for Searsville Dam notes “long-standing 
transverse cracks in the crest” and “significant vertical cracks in the downstream 
face”. The report also notes:  “Seepage was visible and audible in the left groin 
and could be seen in the right groin.” “Any seepage under the dam into the toe 
area is obscured by the toe pool.” As noted in DSOD reports (such as 5-24-2007) 
and documents, these cracks and seepage rates around and through the dam 
have not been quantified in detail and are often obscured from inspection due to 
excessive vegetation, adjacent rock deposition, reservoir inundation, and the 
downstream scour pool. The 10-10-1979 DSOD inspection report describes three 
to four “vertical cracks” and states that “the seepage appears to be almost 
entirely leakage through the dam rather than seepage...”. The 12-18-1969 DSOD 
inspection report notes that cracks extend through the entire dam to the 
“upstream side” where mortar was cleaned out during a 12-foot reservoir draw 
down. The 9-25-1968 DSOD inspection report states: “Most of the seepage is 
coming through vertical cracks at 4 different locations across the face of the 
dam.” 
 
Despite previous statements that the dam survived the 1906 earthquake without 
damage, records show this to be untrue. On the morning of April 18th 1906, the 



Spring Valley Water Company dam keeper noted, with great detail, in his daily 
log book that the massive earthquake cracked the dam on the east side of the 
spillway and that this new crack was in addition to a previously identified crack 
west of the spillway.  
 
The 1999 DSOD “Dam Inspections” document notes that “upstream faces of 
most dams are not visible” during certain times of the year and states: 
“Underwater inspections are conducted by certified divers. The Division does not 
presently have a team and it would be the owner's responsibility to arrange for 
such an inspection.” We request that DSOD require Stanford to include such an 
upstream dam face inspection during the pending inspections to identify the 
extent and characteristic of the cracks previously identified in DSOD inspection 
reports on the upstream face, in addition to a detailed inspection of all 
downstream dam face cracks and quantification of all seepage locations and flow 
rates. 

 
Seismic Stability and Reservoir-Induced Seismicity 

 
The 12-6-1965 DSOD document “Summary of Geology Form” suggests that a 
magnitude 8 or more earthquake in the vicinity of Searsville Dam is due: 
“Seismicity- Dam and reservoir situated near active San Andreas fault zone. 
As a result, the area is highly seismic with maximum potential intensity 
rating, on the Modified-Mercalli scale of about IX or X. A tenuous estimate of 
periodicity suggests occurrence of an outstanding shock (magnitude of 8 
or more) within the next 50 years. Such a shock could produce oscillatory 
accelerations of ground surface with values up to 0.5g.”  
 
The 1-9-1964 DSOD inspection report states: “Seismic investigation 
warranted? Yes.” “The highly developed urban areas of Palo Alto are located 3 
miles downstream from the dam. Therefore this dam can be considered 
critical with respect of hazard to life and property.” 
 
The 2002 DSOD report “Guidelines for Use of the Consequence-Hazard Matrix 
and Selection of Ground Motion Parameters” states: “Based on information 
provided by dam owners in their geology and engineering reports and in 
accordance with Division procedures, the Geology Branch develops ground 
motion parameters for proposed and existing dams undergoing review. These 
parameters are those used by the Division as the basis for evaluating the stability 
of the dam. In the past 20 years there have been many advances in the fields of 
geology, engineering seismology, and earthquake engineering. For the past 
several years Geology Branch has closely watched the developments in the field 
of seismic hazard analysis and recommended that the Division revise their 
approach to seismic hazard assessment.” 

In 2000, Stanford's consultant, Quest Structures, acknowledge making 
"assumptions" about the existing cracks in the dam and accompanying 



calculations in their seismic assessment of Searsville Dam. The USGS report 
“Putting Down Roots in Earthquake Country- Your Handbook for the San 
Francisco Bay Region” identifies a “62% probability for one or more magnitude 
6.7 or greater earthquakes from 2003 to 2032” and that “soft soils”, such as are 
accumulated behind Searsville Dam, “tend to amplify and prolong shaking”. 
The Quest Structures website page “Seismic Evaluation of Historic Searsville 
Dam, California” states: “Three-dimensional linear and nonlinear finite-element 
analyses were performed to assess safety of the dam. The seismic inputs 
included two sets of three- component acceleration time histories associated with 
a maximum credible earthquake magnitude of 7.8 occurring on the San 
Andreas Fault.” However, the 1981 Army Corps report identifies the 
maximum credible earthquake at Searsville Dam to be magnitude 8.5.  

Hall (1984) noted that the finite element analysis method has serious deficiencies 
in accurately assessing the safety of a dam due to unrealistic assumptions about 
cracks: “Unfortunately, the assumption of linear behavior (no cracking) has been 
shown to be usually invalid.”  

As noted above, Searsville Reservoir elevation can fluctuate widely throughout 
the year with drawdowns to 12 feet below the spillway and flood events several 
feet above the dam crest. The Department of Water Resources website states 
that “under certain circumstances, filling a reservoir could generate earthquakes” 
and identifies that monitoring seismicity around reservoirs is important. Studies 
on reservoir-induced seismicity note that increased reservoir elevation 
fluctuations and direct injection of water into a fault below a reservoir may be 
triggers for reservoir-induced earthquakes. Because Searsville Reservoir occurs 
on top of the San Andreas Fault zone and experiences significant annual 
reservoir elevation fluctuations, we request that DSOD require an assessment of 
the  implications of Searsville Dam and operations with respect to reservoir-
induced seismicity and identify structural and/or operational measures to reduce 
potential earthquake inductions. 

Due to the noted unrealistic, past assumptions about cracks in Searsville Dam 
and projected likelihood of large scale earthquakes in the immediate vicinity, we 
request an updated seismic evaluation of Searsville Dam using current DSOD 
guidelines, input of currently agreed upon data (such as the maximum credible 
earthquake magnitude), and incorporation of pending inspection findings related 
to crack and seepage characteristics, adjacent geologic condition at the 
abutments, and pending sediment filling of the reservoir.  

 
Surveillance and Monitoring 

 
The DSOD report “Surveillance Measurements within California's Dam Safety 
Program By Dean W. Smith, Jr.” states: “Surveillance measurements of dams in 
California are the responsibility of the owner and are subject to supervision by 
the Department of Water Resources, as specified in the State Water Code. The 



review of owner transmittals of surveillance data plays a significant part in the 
State's dam safety program, serving to supplement the primary State surveillance 
activity, periodic inspections.” 

Within June 1949 Letters between DSOD and Stanford, DSOD suggests 
“unwatering the toe of Searsville Dam and installing weirs to measure 
leakage at the abutments” and states that “this matter should be given 
attention as this dam has been in service for more than 50 years and 
considerable spill has occurred over the crest. This may have caused an 
appreciable amount of erosion at the toe and examinations should be made 
to determine whether or not any repairs are necessary.”  The 6-8-1949 
DSOD inspection report for Searsville Dam recommends that “a means should 
be adopted for installing measuring devices to note whether or not this 
leakage increases from year to year.” It appears that no instruments have ever 
been installed to assess leakage, despite these older DSOD recommendations 
and more recently identified monitoring benefits with such instrumentation. 
 
The 1999 DSOD “Dam Inspections” report instructs inspectors that: “The 
quantities of seepage and appearance of the water need to be observed and 
evaluated with the flow history” and “flow rates or the size of damp areas must be 
recorded for consideration of any necessary action”. Quantifying such seepage 
from the numerous cracks and groin areas leaking at Searsville has proven to be 
a constant challenge identified in DSOD inspection reports since they began. 
Measuring devices are needed to quantify ongoing, and fluctuating, seepage 
rates and track any changes. We request that DSOD require Stanford to begin a 
surveillance program to monitor and report on seepage locations and rates at 
Searsville Dam. It should be noted here that the Department of Fish and Game 
has expressed a desire for information about the rate of water seepage at 
Searsville Dam since Stanford has described this seepage as potentially 
beneficial to downstream flows and wildlife. 
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